Map shows humanitarian operations in the Tunisian/Libyan border region being conducted as of 13 March, and any reported security incidents in the previous 24 hours. Locations given in longitude and latitude in decimal degrees. Please send any updates to the OSOCC or to libya@mapaction.org.

**KEY FEATURES (CONTINUING)**

- Numbers Departed Djerba Airport: 12 March 1968 (8 Flights)
- Transit Camp: Tunisian Military Now Closed
- Humanitarian Workers prepositioning for possible missions into Libya
- Food and NFI distribution under commercial control
- SPHERE standards adopted
- Registration occurs on buses from border
- Cinema and Football Field operational
- Security checkpoints on road
- No queues, normal activity
- Border Crossing: Ras Ajdir
- Numbers Crossing Border: 12 March 2011
- Total: 3020
- Total excluding Libyan/Tunisian: 1749

**IN PREVIOUS 24 HOURS**

- NO SECURITY INCIDENTS REPORTED
- Numbers Departed Djerba Airport: 12 March 08:00 - 12 March 08:00
  - Total: 17/134
  - Arrivals on 12 March: 2209
  - Departures on 12 March: 450
  - Source: Tunisian Military

**SUMMARY FIGURES**

- Departures on 12 March: 450
- Arrivals on 12 March: 2209

**NO SECURITY INCIDENTS REPORTED IN PREVIOUS 24 HOURS**

See MA47 for Who What Where When map for 12 March